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Recently, major corporations have announced plans to begin selling
automated vehicles in a few years, and some jurisdictions have passed
legislation to allow such vehicles to operate legally on public roads. Even,
some

leading

companies

release

providing an opportunity to experience partially
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new
automated

vehicles
driving.

Distronic Plus (Mercedes-Benz), Driving Assistant Plus (BMW), Highway
Driving Assist (Hyundai Motor Company) are typical examples of partially
automated driving system. With these system, a car can maintain a distance
from a vehicle in front of it without the driver doing anything. It only works
when the driver holds the steering wheel. When the driver takes their hands
off for a certain time, the function is disabled. In spite of operating limit,
they must be offering increased comfort and safety.
The main reason of limited operation is that the environment sensing
system available for production cars still do not reach a satisfying level of
development in terms of robustness and availability at various road
conditions. Actually, many of these problem could be solved by using the
current state-of-the-art sensor such as highly accurate inertial navigation
systems and 3D scanning laser rangefinders However, integrating them into
cars will increase the price and represent yet another barrier to adoption.
Therefore, this dissertation focused on developing a fully automated
driving algorithm which is capable of automated driving in urban roads
while a chosen sensor configuration is closer to current automotive serial
production in terms of cost and technical maturity than in many autonomous
vehicles presented earlier. Mainly two research issues are considered: a lanelevel localization and a model predictive vehicle control.
The lane-level localization implies positioning the vehicle with
centimeter-level accuracy with respect to a map. In order to achieve a
satisfactory level of position accuracy with a low-cost GPS, a sensor fusion
approach is essential for lane-level localization. The proposed sensor fusion
2

approach for the lane-level localization of a vehicle uses an Around View
Monitoring (AVM) module and vehicle sensors. The proposed algorithm
consists of three parts: lane detection, position correction, and localization
filter. In order to detect lanes, a commercialized AVM module is used. Since
this module can acquire an image around the vehicle, it is possible to obtain
accurate position information of the lanes. With this information, vehicle
position can be corrected by the iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm. This
algorithm estimates the rigid transformation between the lane map and lanes
obtained by AVM in real-time. The vehicle position corrected by this
transformation is fused with the information of vehicle sensors based on an
extended Kalman filter (EKF). For higher accuracy, the covariance of the
ICP is estimated using Haralick’s method.
In contrast with highway, automated vehicles are allowed a relatively
short headway distance in urban roads. Accordingly, the information from
the environment sensor such as radars, lidars and cameras was very limited
due to neighboring vehicles. In such situations, suddenly appeared obstacles
may put automated vehicles in danger. To overcome this problem, preceding
vehicle’s behavior information was used for automated vehicle control in
this dissertation. Preceding vehicle Behaviors including a yaw motion was
precisely estimated using front lidars. It makes possible to generate the
trajectory for following the preceding vehicle. An optimal vehicle following
problem while avoiding collision with obstacles is formulated in terms of
cost minimization under constraints. To solve this minimization problem, we
use model predictive control approach.
3

The performances of the proposed localization and control algorithm of
automated vehicle are verified via computer simulations and vehicle tests.
Test results show that the proposed methods can achieve centimeter-level
localization accuracy and robustness of automated vehicle control system in
urban roads.

Keywords: Automated driving vehicle, Vehicle localization, Lane map
generation, Map-matching, Iterative closest point, Model predictive control,
Target detection and tracking
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1. Background and Motivation
Driver assistance systems, such as active cruise control (ACC) or lane
departure warning (LDW) have become a common option in premium
vehicles in recent years. With each new model, new driver assistance
systems are being introduced. Distronic Plus (Mercedes-Benz), Driving
Assistant Plus (BMW), Highway Driving Assist (Hyundai Motor Company)
are examples of these systems. With these system, a car can maintain a
distance from a vehicle in front of it without the driver doing anything. It
only works when the driver holds the steering wheel. When the driver takes
their hands off for a certain time, the function is disabled. It has been proven
that driver assistance systems offer greater safety to the driver and the
surrounding traffic [Karush 12]. The pinnacle of driver assistance systems is
automated driving.
1

According to NHTSA automated driving system can be classified into
four different levels. The levels of automation described below provide a
summary of the NTSA definitions [NHTSA 13].
Level 1 – Function-specific Automation: Automation of specific control
functions, such as cruise control, lane guidance and automated parallel
parking. Drivers are fully engaged and responsible for overall vehicle control
(hands on the steering wheel and foot on the pedal at all times).
Level 2 - Combined Function Automation: Automation of multiple and
integrated control functions, such as adaptive cruise control with lane
centering. Drivers are responsible for monitoring the roadway and are
expected to be available for control at all times, but under certain conditions
can disengaged from vehicle operation (hands off the steering wheel and foot
off pedal simultaneously).
Level 3 - Limited Self-Driving Automation: Drivers can cede all safetycritical functions under certain conditions and rely on the vehicle to monitor
for changes in those conditions that will require transition back to driver
control. Drivers are not expected to constantly monitor the roadway.
Level 4 - Full Self-Driving Automation: Vehicles can perform all driving
functions and monitor roadway conditions for an entire trip, and so may
operate with occupants who cannot drive and without human occupants.
The above mentioned driver assistance systems correspond to level 2. In
recent years, many projects from automobile manufacturers, automotive
suppliers, universities and research institutes across the world have been
developing prototype vehicles for level 3 automated driving. These research
2

efforts are summarized [Broggi 14] in table 1.1.
Table 1.1 Automated vehicle tests
Test

Scenario

Approach

DARPA Urban

Complex course in a

Mission based, negotiating other moving

Challenge 2007

staged city

traffic and obstacles while obeying traffic

[Urmson 08]

environment

regulations

IVFC 2013

Suburban and urban

Natural environment perception, 4s scale

[IVFC 13]

road test

( safety, smartness, smoothness and speed )

Hyundai Autonomous

Proving ground

Follow a course and perform missions

Challenge 2014

replicated urban

( Intersection, Pedestrian detection, Traffic

[HAC 14]

roads

sign recognition, Parking etc )

Braunschweig

Urban environment

Stadtpilot-Project

of Braunschweigs

2010 [BSP 10]

inner ring road

Google autonomous

Highway and city

Map based navigation, lane and speed keeping,

car test [Google 15]

streets

lidar-based dynamic objects detection

Bertha Benz

Overland passages,

Memorial Route

urban areas, small

2013 [Franke 13]

village

VIAC 2010

Real traffic road

Vehicle following ( virtual towing ), no digital

[Broggi 12]

from Italy to China

maps are used

Real traffic roads in

Waypoint following, Lane keeping, Obstacle

free-way and urban

avoidance, round-about, junctions, pedestrian

scenarios

crossing, traffic lights

PROUD 2013
[PROUD 13]

Lane keeping, interaction with traffic, lane
change maneuvers at speeds up to 60 kph

Stereo vision, self-localization, free-space
analysis, object detection

Although there have been major improvements in the last decade, all
aspects of the automated driving system, including perception, localization,
decision-making and path planning algorithms, still need to be further
developed in order to bridge the gap between robotics research and a
3

customer-ready system.
Therefore, this dissertation focused on developing a fully automated
driving algorithm which is capable of automated driving in urban roads
while a chosen sensor configuration is closer to current automotive serial
production in terms of cost and technical maturity than in many autonomous
vehicles presented earlier. Mainly two research issues are considered: a
localization and a vehicle control.

1.1.1. Lane-level Localization using AVM Camera

Much research of vehicle localization has been done over the last decade.
Early approaches of localization were based on Global Positioning
System(GPS) and vehicle sensors [Bonnifait 01] [Rezaei 07]. In open space
these localization methods reach the required accuracies in the centimeter
range. In these scenarios any path can be defined in WGS84 coordinates and
the current position of the autonomous system can be measured by a
commercially available INS. Unfortunately, in typical traffic scenes several
disturbing effects, i.e. occlusions by vegetation and buildings or multi-path
effects due to reflections, render this approach as not feasible. For this reason,
a vehicle localization based on high-definition map [Tao 13] [Gruyer 14] has
been in the limelight recently. A digital map is built that includes sufficient
information to determine the current position of the autonomous vehicle
relative to this map. Thus, the digital map is used as a powerful additional
4

sensor to improve the performance of the vehicle localization. Typical
examples of map-based localizations are Google [Levinson10] and
Mercedes-Benz [Schreiber 13].
In previous work, Google builds a bird’s eye image of 3D laser reflections
on the road surface and Benz detect lanes and curbs using stereo camera.
And they determine the current position by matching the current sensor
readings with the recorded and filtered data. Both system achieve sufficient
localization precision within centimeter-range for automated driving.
However, 3D laser scanners and stereo cameras can only be a research
solution since costs and design make them unattractive for the use in
consumer vehicles.
In order to overcome this issue, an Around View Monitoring(AVM)
camera was used for vehicle localization in this dissertation. AVM cameras
are pervasively used in driver assistance systems in mid-class vehicles. And
an AVM camera have further merit comparing 3D scanners and stereo
cameras. First, the top-view image obtained by AVM enables direct
calculation of the lateral offset without any model for lane tracking. The
tracking models may sometimes result in inaccurate lateral offset due to road
conditions, especially a road slope. Second, it is barely affected by invisible
lane images caused by neighboring vehicles even in heavy traffic. There are
few neighboring vehicles that invade AVM’s field of view (FOV) in the
same situation. Third, AVM cameras are more robust to weather and
illumination conditions than front cameras, because AVM cameras are
mounted toward the ground.
5

1.1.2. MPC based Automated Vehicle Control in Urban Roads

In developing an automated driving system, it is required to operate in a
wide operating region and limit the set of permissible states and inputs.
Therefore model predictive control (MPC) approach has been used widely
because of its capability to handle system constraints in a systematic way
and adaptability for various driving scenarios [Anderson 10, Falcone 08,
Gray 13].
Due to the fact that traditional MPC generates control updates relatively
slowly, MPC has been mostly relegated to the industrial process control
industry, where it has seen significant success [Qin 96]. Autonomous vehicle
guidance can be posed as a kinodynamic motion planning problem, which is
defined as solving for an optimal trajectory between a start and an end state
while avoiding obstacles and respecting a system model as well as input and
state constraints [Donald 93]. In order to make MPC applicable to vehicle
control systems, the speed of MPC has to be significantly increased.
The past ten years have seen the development of modifications to MPC that
address computational delay. [Allgöwer 00] and [Findeisen03] extended the
MPC approach as well as its stability theory to account for computational
delay. In addition, a number of fast MPC strategies have been developed by
[Diehl 02, Ohtsuka 04, Nagy 07]. However, it is hard to apply these

6

algorithms to automated vehicle control system. And these algorithms are
not verified their performance in various constraint conditions.
If the constraints change dramatically comparing to previous time step,
MPC requires long calculation time. Most of these case may be due to
suddenly appeared obstacle in front of the vehicle. In such cases, using
preceding vehicles information as initial guess of MPC can minimize the
variations of constraints. And it makes calculation time of MPC shortened.
In this dissertation, we use above approaches for robust and safe control of
an automated vehicle.

7

1.2. Thesis Objectives
Mainly two research issues are considered in this dissertation: a lane-level
localization and MPC based automated vehicle control.
A lane-level localization focused on positioning the vehicle within
centimeter-range accuracy using low-cost sensors such as AVM camera,
GPS and chassis sensors. For this, three research issues are considered: lane
detection using AVM camera, lane map building and position correction
based on iterative closest point(ICP).
MPC based automated vehicle control focused on calculating the
maneuver inputs to ensuring the safety of an automated vehicle quickly and
effectively. For this, two research issues are considered: Target tracking
using lidars and MPC based automated steering control.
The performances of the proposed localization and control algorithm of
automated vehicle are verified via computer simulations and vehicle tests.
This dissertation is structured as follows: the overall architecture of the
proposed automated driving control algorithm is described in Section 2.
Section 3 presents the lane-level localization using AVM camera. Section 4
presents MPC based automated vehicle control. The contribution of this
research and introduction of future works are summarized in Section 5.
8
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Ch
hapter 2

Ovverall Archite
A
ecture of an Autom
mated
Drriving System
S
m in Urb
ban Ro
oads
2.1.. Autom
mated drriving arrchitectu
ure
Thhe overall arcchitecture of our automatted driving sy
ystem is outllined in Fig.
2.1. T
The environm
ment represeentation systeem consists of
o three main
n modules:
vehiccle localization, static ob
bstacle map construction
n, and movin
ng obstacle
trackiing.

Figurre 2.1 Overalll architecturre of automatted driving system
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All system modules make use of information from the various sensors.
The main sensing components are radar, LiDAR, vision, low-cost GPS, and
proprioceptive sensors. The selected sensor configuration is closer to current
automotive serial production in terms of cost and technical maturity than in
many autonomous robots presented earlier. The objective of the motion
planning modules is to derive an optimal trajectory as a function of time,
from the environment representation results. A safety envelope definition
module determines the complete driving corridor that leads to the destination
while assigning all objects to either the left or right corridor boundary. In the
case of moving objects such as other traffic participants, their behaviors are
anticipated in the near future. An optimal trajectory planner uses the safety
envelope as a constraint and computes a trajectory such that the vehicle stays
within its bounds. The vehicle control module is fed back to the position
estimate of the localization module to guide the vehicle along the planned
trajectory.
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2.2.. Test Veehicle Co
onfigurattion
Ouur test vehiccle is equip
pped with cclose-to-prod
duction senssors and a
refereencing system
m. We have a radar and two single-llayer LiDAR
Rs mounted
on thhe front bum
mper. For lane detectionn, a monocu
ular vision system was
mounnted on the windshield
w
an
nd AVM cam
meras were mounted
m
on each
e
side of
the vehicle. A low
w-cost GPS was also moounted for lo
ocalization, as
a well as a
m
mapp ing process and ground truth. The
RTK--GPS receivver for the mobile
RTK--DGPS is coompletely ind
dependent off the GPS in
nput to the sy
ystem. The
low-ccost GPS annd DGPS haave accuraciees of about 2.5m and 0.02m
0
CEP
(Circular error probable), resp
pectively. Thhe actuator module
m
contaiins steering,
ms are interffaced using the control
throtttle and brakee actuators. These system
area nnetwork (CA
AN) bus. Thee command ssignals are traansmitted dig
gitally. The
contrroller consistts of a comp
puter and miicro-autobox
x. The compllete sensor,
actuaator and contrroller setup is
i shown in F
Fig. 2.2

Figure 2.2
2 Test vehiccle configuraation
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To power this equipment, an additional sub-battery is installed in the trunk
space, and the sub-battery has a mechanism to be charged by an alternator.
Moreover, a 220 V, 2000 W inverter system is also installed. For lane-level
localization, we use proprioceptive sensors (velocity, yaw-rate) and AVM
cameras.
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Chapter 3

Lane-Level Localization using an AVM
camera
Recently, automated driving was become widely regarded as mainstream in
the automotive industry since it offers increased comfort and safety. Many
motor vehicle manufacturers aim to commercialize self-driving cars by 2020
and are spurring intelligent vehicle research to realize this. Among these
research activities, localization has emerged recently as one of the
hottest issues in the development of autonomous vehicles.
In open space high precision Inertial Navigation Systems (INS) combining
an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) and a global navigation satellite system
(GNSS) reach the required accuracies in the centimeter range. In these
scenarios, these GNSS satisfy the required performance for autonomous
driving. However, the sole use of differential GNSS receivers cannot
guarantee the required accuracy always, particularly if GNSS outages exist.
Indeed, in urban areas, high-rise buildings and monuments block often the
14

GPS satellites and induce multipath and GPS outages.
Therefore, a localization system must be independent of satellite systems.
For this reason, there is much interest in the vehicle localization based on
digital maps. These maps are built that includes sufficient information to
determine the current position of the autonomous vehicle relative to this map.
Thus, the digital map is used as a powerful additional sensor to improve the
performance of the vehicle localization.
In previous work, Google builds a bird’s eye image of 3D laser reflections
on the road surface and Benz detect lanes and curbs using stereo camera. And
they determine the current position by matching the current sensor readings
with the recorded and filtered data. Both system achieve sufficient localization
precision within centimeter-range for automated driving. However, 3D laser
scanners and stereo cameras can only be a research solution since costs and
design make them unattractive for the use in consumer vehicles.
In order to overcome this issue, an Around View Monitoring(AVM) camera
was used for vehicle localization in this dissertation. AVM cameras are
pervasively used in driver assistance systems in mid-class vehicles. And an
AVM camera have further merit comparing 3D scanners and stereo cameras.
This is described in more detail on section 3.4.

15

3.1. Related Research
Much research of map-based localization has been done over the
last decade. The progress of Google’s fleet of map-based autonomous vehicles
[Thrun 10] and the recent purchase of Nokia HERE maps by a consortium of
automotive manufacturers [Trenholm 15] illustrate the importance of prior
maps for autonomous road vehicles. Key requirements for these algorithm
will be a digital map, a method of map-matching and a localization filter.
The digital maps used for localization can be mainly classified according to
features for map-matching. The most commonly used feature is a lane
marking. Lane markings are in standard use and exist on almost all roads.
Thus, many researches [Schreiber 13, Tao 13, Suganuma 11, Cui 14] use lane
marking data to build their digital map. The second most used feature is a
curb [Schreiber 13, Hata 14]. Curbs usually appear at the borders between
streets and sidewalks. They are another important feature to determine the
drivable area. Besides these two features, 3D features [Chong 14], keypoints
[Zlot 14], visual features [Wang 14] and GPS shadow [Wang 13]

are also

considered to generate the digital map for the map-aided localization. Based
on the works above, it is apparent that map with these features enhances the
performance of vehicle localization. However, features other than lane
markings still have problems with the standardization of the feature map. This
is because lane markings have a consistent appearance and are usually painted
based on rules given by the government. In contrast, other features have many
exceptions that make it difficult to build a large map. To detect other features,
16

high-cost sensors such as a stereo camera [Schreiber 13] or a LiDAR [Hata 14,
Chong 14, Zlot 14] are required. So, in our work, we only use lane markings
as features for map-matching and analyze the performance of localization
based on this feature.
To correct the vehicle position using a map and feature data obtained by
sensors in real-time, a map-matching algorithm is needed. The most famous
method of map-matching is the iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm initially
proposed in [Besl 92]. Given two point clouds, the ICP algorithm estimates
the rigid transformation between them. The ICP algorithm sets up
correspondences between the source and the target point clouds. Then it finds
a transformation that minimizes an error metric function and transforms the
source point cloud based on this transformation. It iterates over these steps
until the residual error between the source and the target point clouds is
smaller than a certain threshold. There are many variants of ICP
[Rusinkiewicz 01]. Among these variants of ICP, the point-to-plane approach
is known to be very accurate and fast [Park 03], so we apply this approach to
our algorithm. In spite of an enormous amount of research effort to improve
the accuracy of ICP [Pomerleau 13], these variants still can result in
inaccurate alignment due to the problems of noise and outliers. It is therefore
essential to fuse the vehicle position derived from the map-matching
algorithm with other sensors. To implement it properly, a precise estimate of
ICP’s covariance is needed. The covariance estimator of minimization
algorithms such as ICP was initially proposed in [Haralick 98], and has come
to be referred to as Haralick’s method [Mallios 14]. Haralick’s method is
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based on the Hessian of the cost function with respect to the estimated
displacement and the derivative of the Jacobian of the cost function with
respect to the measurements. In [Censi 07], this method was adapted to ICP
for the first time. In our work, we adjust this method to apply to our matching
algorithm.
There is a body of work in the field of localization filters (non-linear filter):
mono-model approaches (EKF, UKF, DD1, DD2: the first–order and second–
order Divided Difference Filter [Norgaard 00, Lefebvre 04, Marin 14]), multimodel [Toledo 07, Ndjeng 11] and particle filter [Han 13]. As a result of
improvements in estimation performance, the complexity and computational
load of developed local- ization filters are increasing. Although estimation
performance is an important consideration for localization filters, there are
other practical issues related to the filter selection. One of the most important
practical considerations is the computational load of the filter, especially for
real-time applications. Based on both theoretical and empirical analyses of a
particular application, the EKF is well known for its computational efficiency
compared to other non-linear filters [Rhudy 13]. As long as the process or
measurement model is not strongly nonlinear, a nonlinear filtering algorithm
is less likely to be useful [Martinelli 08]. Because of this, our localization
filter is designed based on an extended Kalman filter.
There are two main differences between the proposed localization approach
and the previous works. The main difference is sensor configuration to detect
map-matching features. Conventional researches use front cameras or lidars.
These approaches have disadvantage in a heavy traffic situation because its
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field of view are disturbed by other vehicles. In order to overcome this issue,
an AVM camera was used in our approach. The other difference is
consideration of an error caused by mismatching. In previous work, the error
variances were only determined by sensors noises. By incorporating the error
caused by mismatching as well as sensor noise in the proposed algorithm, the
proposed localization performance is more enhanced.
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3.2
2. Vehicle Loca
alization
n Archittecture
Thhe vehicle loocalization is performedd using thrree steps:

macro-level,
m
,

road--level and lanne-level locaalization. Theese steps aree depicted in Fig. 3.1 andd
Fig. 33.2.

Figure 3.1 Structure
S
of llane-level loccalization

Figure 3.2 Concept
C
of laane-level loccalization
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Macro-level localization has already been widely used to set up car
navigation systems based on low-cost GPS and proprioceptive sensors. The
accuracy of these systems is on the order of 10 m [Schroedl 04]. The objective
of the road-level localization is to determine the lane in which the ego-vehicle
is located on a multi-lane road. This determined lane is used as the initial
guess for the lane-level localization. The key idea is to recognize surrounding
vehicles and road boundaries by radar under the assumption that the
maximum number of lanes is known by GPS and the lane map information.
The detailed description of road-level localization was presented in [Kim 14].
However, road-level accuracy of localization is not enough to control the
automated vehicle on urban roads. The required precision for automated
driving is within a few centimeters [Schreiber 13], i.e., lane-level localization
is essential.
Three research issues are considered in lane-level localization: lane
detection using AVM, position correction based on map-matching, and a
localization filter. For the lane detection, we use AVM cameras enabling one
to obtain a top-view image around the vehicle. There are four reasons for
using an AVM module for the lane-level localization. First, the top-view
image obtained by AVM enables direct calculation of the lateral offset without
any model for lane tracking. The tracking models may sometimes result in
inaccurate lateral offset due to road conditions, especially a road slope.
Second, it is barely affected by invisible lane images caused by neighboring
vehicles even in heavy traffic. As shown in Fig. 3.3, the lane markings may be
occluded by other vehicles in front when using the front camera.
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Figgure 3.3 Com
mparing frontt camera andd AVM: left (heavy
(
trafficc condition) ,
riight (rainy coondition)

How
wever, there are few neig
ghboring vehhicles that inv
vade AVM’s FOV (Fieldd
Of V
View) in the same situation. Furtherrmore, thank
ks to the wid
de FOV, thee
wholee straight laane marking at the side may be ob
bserved, which makes itt
easierr and more robust to deteect the lane m
marking [Li 08].
0
Thirrd, AVM cam
meras are mo
ore robust to weather and
d illumination conditionss
than front cameraas, because AVM camerras are moun
nted toward the ground..
p
uused in driveer assistancee systems inn
Finallly, AVM caameras are pervasively
we think that an AVM caamera is thee
mid-cclass vehiclees. For thesee reasons, w
most suitable sensor for lane-llevel localizaation.
wever, AVM cannot be used
u
alone ddue to its small field of view
v
(FOV)..
How
Thus, map matchhing is required to localiize the vehiccle relative to the digitall
c
pointt (ICP) algo
orithm is useed. The ICPP
map. For this, thhe iterative closest
patial and geeometric alig
gnment. In th
his paper, wee
algorrithm is wideely used in sp
applieed the point--to-plane maatching methood to correctt the vehicle position. Too
solvee the problem
m of false matching,
m
wee estimate th
he covariancee of the ICPP
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algorithm and set up a validation gate in the localization filter. Finally, the
localization filter is designed based on an extended Kalman filter. The
corrected vehicle position obtained by map-matching is used as an
observation inside a Kalman filter framework. The main contribution of this
paper is the application of existing techniques to develop a low-cost system of
lane-level localization and its experimental validation. Detailed explanations
of each algorithm are given in the following sections.
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3.3
3. Lidar based Lane Detection fo
or Map
p
ng
Buildin
A fiield of view
w(FOV) of AVM
A
cameraa is too narro
ow to build a lane map..
Thereefore, a 2D Lidar senso
or that has wide FOV was used fo
or lane mapp
generration. Lanee marks can
n be reliablyy extracted by their co
orrespondingg
intensity value off a lidar meaasurement [Issogai 09]. Dark
D
road surrface reflectss
hter lane markers.
m
Thee
signifficantly lesss laser lightt energy thaan the brigh
detailled descriptioon of lane deetection is prresented in fo
ollowing sections

3.3.1. Sensor Con
nfiguration of a Map-bu
uilding Vehiicle
SICK LMS-511 are installed
d on the rooff of the vehicle as shown
n in Fig.1. A
layers of the lidaar is facing ground
g
and aare intersectiing the road surface in a
0m. This laseer range sen
nsors providees 180◦scanss
distannce of approoximately 10
(withh0.25◦angularr resolution)) up to 25 Hzz scan rate. Their sensin
ng maximum
m
rangee reaches 80 m with a 50
0 mm error and they alsso can outputt reflectivityy
valuees.
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Figure 3.4 Sensor Configuration of a Map-building Vehicle
3.3.2. Road Surface Estimation
In the first step, each scan is processed individually. Looking at figures
3.5(b), where scan points are projected in the vehicle coordinates system, it
can be noticed that the road is flat. So we find a polyline expression that best
approximates the scan data for detecting the ground points. Using RANSAC
algorithm, only two thresholds are necessary;

Intersection Line of LIDAR

10m

(a) Corresponding scenario

Local Z[m]

0.5

Raw Data
Ground

0

-0.5
-10

-8

-6

-4

-2

0

2

4

6

8

Local Y[m]
(b) Road surface points detected by a lidar sensor
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Figure 3.5 Result of road surface estimation
the first one indicates the expected outliers rate in the points set, which is
directly related to the iterations number, and the second one specifies the
distance above which a point is considered as an outlier. The result of road
surface estimation is presented on figures 3.5(b). Red points represent the
extracted road surface point using the RANSAC algorithm. It can be seen that
the road is well extracted, although some points could be wrongly classified,
as they fortuitously belong to the best line.

3.3.3. Lane Marking Extraction
With a correctly extracted ground and using the reflectivity data, we can also
extract lane markings trough a simple thresholding. Asphalt presents a much
lower reflectivity than road markings so that threshold determination is quite
easy [Dietmayer 05]. Using the reflectivity information recorded by lidars
enable our system to detect lane markers in the presence of shadows, against
direct sunlight and even at night. This makes the lane map much less
dependent on ambient lighting than is the case for passive cameras.

Reflectivity

300

Raw Data
Ground
Lane
Threshold

200

100

0
-10

-8

-6

-4

-2

0

2

4

6

Local Y[m]
Figure 3.6 Lane marking extraction
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3.3.4. Data Registration
For the absolute description of lane marking, we combined an inertial
measurement unit (IMU) with a high-precision differential global positioning
system (DGPS). This sensor sends the current position characterized by
latitude, longitude and altitude as well the current heading. Since the sampling
rate of the IMU is one order of magnitude higher than the actual scanning rate,
the sended spatial resolution is sufficient without any interpolation. For the
lane map building, we transform the given ego-position into UTM coordinates
and, from that point on, convert all the relative positions into absolute UTM
coordinates.
Ego-Vehicle
Accumulated Lane Data

X[m]

10
5

0

-5
-20

-15

-10

-5

0

5

Y[m]
Figure 3.7 Lane Data Registration
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3.4. Lane Map Building
Our localization algorithm was based on the lane map includes geo-localized
lane markings. For real-time application, a limited number of parameters must
represent the map line segments. However, it is very difficult to extract
simplified lane data by processing the whole lane marking data at once. Lane
markings have similar properties with road center-lines. This is the starting
point of our algorithm. First we find a polyline expression that best
approximates the road center-lines. The road center-lines are surveyed by
driving as close as possible to center of road using a high-precision DGPS.
Based on these polylines, we divide global lane marking data into local
segment for easier lane searching. From segmented lane data, polylines of
lane are approximated using Radon transform. In the following, we describe
the detailed processes that are involved in the map building.

3.4.1. Road Center-line Segmentation
We need to find the simplified poly-lines of road center-lines. In other words,
we need to determine the segments. The Douglas–Peucker’s algorithm
[Douglas 73] is used to find the shape points which divide the road centerlines into parts with different headings. This algorithm is a well-known
algorithm for reducing the number of points in a curve that is approximated
by a series of points. In this algorithm, the accuracy is determined by
choosing suitable tolerance which is the maximal euclidean distance allowed
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between the simplified segments and the origin points. If we choose a very
small tolerance, the segments in a polyline can be too short, and there can be
too many shape points in the polyline. For this reason, we propose to choose a
tolerance of decimeter-level.
In order to further improve the accuracy of the polylines by reducing the
errors effects due to the segmentation process, a least-squares algorithm is
performed with every point between two adjacent shape points of the
segmented polyline [Tao 13].

5

x 10

Original RCP
Segmented RCP

X[m]

3.0274
3.0273
3.0272
3.0271
3.0166

3.0168

3.017

3.0172

Y[m]

3.0174

3.0176
5

x 10

Figure 3.8 Illustration of Road Center-line Segmentation. The tolerance is
0.1m
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3.4.2. Lane App
proximation
n
For each segmennt determineed by lateral offset distan
nce from the road center-9(a), lanes aare detected by applying
g the radonn
line as shown inn figure 3.9
mented lanee data. The Radon transsform was proved
p
to bee
transfform to segm
robusst against occlusions,
o
noise
n
and ooutliers. Co
ompared to the Houghh
transfform, the Raadon transforrms exhibitss the advantaage of a calcculation timee
indeppendent of thhe numbers of
o lane markeers and the capability to handle
h
gray-scale images efficciently and without
w
threshholding [Kam
mmel 08].

Figgure 3.9 Lane Extraction (a) Global laane data, (b)) Segmented lane data, (cc)
Raadon transfoorm of (b)
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The Radon transform of segmented lane data f(x,y); denoted as g(s,; is
defined as its line integral along a line inclined at an angle

from the y-axis

and at a distance s from the origin. Mathematically, it is written as
g ( s , )  







 

f  x, y    x cos   y cos   s  dx dy

(3.1)

where . The Radon transform is the one-dimensional projection of f(x,y) at
an angle

The maxima in the Radon image are considered as candidates for

lane. To improve the performance of the algorithm, the number of points
contributing to this possible lane determined.

3.4.3. Evaluation of Lane Maps
We built the three different type of lane maps: proving ground, local road
and urban road. A proving ground is located at the Korea Automobile Testing
and Research Institute (KATRI). The test track replicates a real urban environment that includes intersecting streets, pedestrian crosswalks, and traffic signals. A local road is located in an area far from downtown. This road includes
signalized intersections. There was very little traffic on this road. Finally,
urban road is located in the center of Seoul in Korea. This road includes
signalized intersections and pedestrian crosswalks. There was heavy traffic.
Fig 3.10, 3.11 and 3.12 show lane maps of these roads. In the Fig 3.10 and
3.11, blue lines of lane maps are quite consistent with the lane markings on
satellite images. It can be shown that lane maps are successfully generated.
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Figure 3.1
10 Lane mapp of proving ground

Figure 3.11 Local road
r
lane maap overlaid on satellite im
mage
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Figure 3.12 Urban road
r
lane maap overlaid on satellite im
mage
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3.5
5. AVM Camera based
d Lane Detecttion forr
matchin
ng
Map-m
3.5.1. Lane Detecction
For detecting thee lane, we usse a commerrcial AVM module.
m
The advantage
a
off
AVM has alreeady been deescribed in Seection 3.2. This
T module is composedd
the A
of 4 fish-eye cam
meras mounted on each sside of the vehicle
v
as sh
hown in Fig..
y steps invoolved the im
mage processiing of AVM
M
3.13. Usually, theere are many
hicle: cameraa calibration,,
cameeras to obtainn the top-view image aroound the veh
warpiing distortionn rectificatio
on, view-poinnt conversion
n, image stitcching and soo
on [C
Chang 13]. However,
H
a detailed
d
desccription of th
hese processees is skippedd
here, because wee use a com
mmercial AV
VM module that provid
des top-view
w
imagees.

Figgure 3.13 Exxtrinsic confi
figuration of tthe four fisheeye cameras and its field
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w
of view
To iimprove the computation
nal efficiencyy, regions off interest (RO
OI) were sett
as shhown on thee left of Fig
g. 3.14. The ROI reducee the search
hing area byy
assignning the linee type (lane or stop line,, vertical or horizontal line) detectedd
in eacch ROI.

F
Figure 3.14 Schematic
S
diagram of thee lane and sto
op line detection; (a)
ggrayscale Im
mage (b) imag
ge after filterring (c) imag
ge after thresh
holding

The red and oraange dashed
d boxes (A, B
B) in Fig. 3.14
3
indicatee the ROI inn
p lines. Imagges outside th
he ROI are not
n used duee
orderr to detect laanes and stop
to thee possibility of image diistortion. Theen, each reg
gion’s imagess are filteredd
by a two-dimenssional Gausssian kernel [Aly 08]. The
T vertical direction off
g Gaussians,,
imagee A and thee horizontal direction off image B arre smoothing
whosse  y, A , x, B are
a adjusted according
a
too the required height of the
t lane andd
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stop lines to be detected.
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f v , A ( y A )  exp   A 2
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(3.2)


x 2
f h ,B ( xB )  exp   B 2
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x, B






(3.3)

where f is a Gaussian function for calculating the transformation to apply to
each pixel in the image. x is the distance from the origin in the horizontal
axis, y is the distance from the origin in the vertical axis. Subscript A/B and
x/y represent image A, B and horizontal/vertical axis, respectively. The
horizontal direction of image A and vertical direction of image B are the
second derivatives of Gaussians, whose  x, A , y, B are adjusted according to the
expected width of the lanes and stop lines.
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Each filter A and B is adjusted for vertical (lane) and horizontal (stop line)
bright lines on a dark background of a specific width. Fig. 3.14(b) show the
images filtered by these Gaussian kernels. As shown in Fig. 3.14(b), areas
where lanes or stop lines exist have high response. These filters can also
handle quasi-vertical and quasi-horizontal lines, which produce considerable
output after the thresholding process. The threshold value was determined by
selecting the q% quantile value from the filtered image. The filtered image
was then binarized by this threshold value. In this paper, q is set to 95%. Fig.
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3.14((c) shows thee result after thresholdingg.
Neext, the pixells exceeding the thresholld value are projected in
n the vehiclee
coorddinate system
m. To find a polyline exxpression thaat best appro
oximates thee
lane data, the RA
ANSAC (Raandom samp le consensuss) [David 02
2] algorithm
m
was used. Laness and stop lines in thee AVM imaages can be sufficientlyy
represented by a second-order
s
r polynomiall. So we use a second- orrder polylinee
for eexpressing thhe line. Tw
wo thresholdds are necesssary for thee RANSAC
C
algorrithm; the firrst one indiccates the exppected outliers rate in the points set,,
whichh is directly related to thee iterations nnumber, and the second one
o specifiess
the distance abovve which a po
oint is considdered an outtlier. In this research,
r
wee
set thhe iterations number and
d threshold ddistance to determine
d
ou
utliers to 500
and 00.05 m, respeectively. Thee results of laane and stop line detectio
on are shownn
in Figg. 3.15. Red dashed liness represent thhe extracted lane markerr and yellow
w
solid lines represeent the detected stop linees. It can be seen
s
that the various lanee
markkers are well extracted. Final
F
outputss of the lanee detection allgorithm aree
pointts of the lanee approximated by a seccond-order polynomial. These
T
pointss
are m
maintained at 10cm interv
vals.

ous lines deteection; (a) sttraight doublle and singlee
Figgure 3.15 Reesult of vario
line ((b) dashed liine and stop line (c) meerged line (d
d) curved line (e) curvedd
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and ddashed line.

3.5.2. Shadow Removal in AVM
A
Imagess
As shown in Fig. 3.16(d
d), the bounndaries of the
t
shadowss have highh
respoonse after filttering the graayscale imagge representeed in Fig. 3.1
16(b). In thiss
case, the proposed algorithm fails to detecct the lane ass depicted in Fig. 3.16(e)).

Figgure 3.16 Faiilure of lane detection caaused by the existence off shadow (a))
originnal image (bb) grayscale image (c) iimage after filtering (d) image afterr
threshholding (e) failure
f
of lanee detection
Invvestigating thhe recorded image
i
using AVM on reeal urban roads, there aree
quite a number off similar casses of missinng the lane due to shad
dows. Thus,,
shadoow removal in AVM im
mages is needded for robu
ustness of the algorithm..
Manyy studies [Xuu 06] related
d to this toppic have already been co
onducted. Too
guaraantee real-tim
me execution
n, the compuutational load
d of the shad
dow removall
algorrithm is moree important than the perrformance. Thus,
T
we use the methodd
propoosed in [Singgh 12].
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This method detects
d
the sh
hadow usingg the Hue- Saturation-V
Value (HSV))
colorr model. In HSV
H
color space, the shaddows have th
he following features.
1) low value because
b
the direct
d
light ffrom the Sun
n is occluded
d by elevatedd
objects;
2) high saturaation with sh
hort blue-vioolet wavelen
ngth due to atmosphericc
Rayleigh sccattering effeect;
3) high hue vaalues because shadow areeas are dark.
Based on thesee features, sh
hadow areas are extracted
d by Otsu’s thresholding
t
g
algorrithm [Otsu 75]. After th
his thresholdding, a binarry image thaat representss
the shhadow area is
i obtained as
a shown in F
Fig. 3.17(b). To remove this
t shadow,,
the value of the shadow
s
area is compensaated using th
he buffer areaa around thee
shadoow. The buuffer area is estimated using morp
phological op
perations ass
show
wn in Fig. 3.117(c). If the above
a
processses are perfformed correectly, we cann
obtainn the shadow
w-free imag
ge representeed in Fig. 3..17(d). The shadow-freee
imagee enables thee lane detection algorithm
m to find thee lane correcttly as shownn
in Figg. 3.17(e).

Figgure 3.17 Laane detection
n using shadoow-free Imag
ge (a) original image (b))
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binary image showing shadows (c) buffer area of shadows (d) shadow free
image (e) success of lane detection.

3.6. Position Correction
Position correction can be achieved by matching the digital map with the
lane data obtained by AVM. The digital map used for our approach has been
presented in Section 3.4. This map includes geo-localized lane markings. For
real-time purposes, a limited number of parameters must represent the map
line segments.
3.6.1. Map-matching based on ICP

As mentioned in Section 3.1, we use a two-dimensional point-to-plane ICP
algorithm for map-matching. Point-to-plane ICP was initially introduced by
Chen and Medioni [Chen, 92] and has come into widespread use as a faster
and more accurate variant of standard ICP. This algorithm improves
performance by using surface normal information. In common with standard
ICP, the point-to-plane ICP algorithm finds the best transformation between
two point clouds, iteratively repeating the following two steps until the
alignment error is smaller than a set threshold.
1) compute correspondences between the two point clouds.
2) compute a transformation which minimizes the error metric function
between corresponding points.
The only difference is the error metric function. Instead of minimizing
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Euclidean distance between corresponding points, the point-to-plane
algorithm minimizes error along the surface normal.

This error metric function can be written as

J   i 1 i   R  pi  T  qi 
N

T

where

2

pi   pi , x , pi ,y  , qi   qi , x , qi ,y 

iteration of ICP; and

i

(3.6)

T

are the N correspondences used in the

is the surface normal at

qi

. In our work,

represents the points obtained by the lane detection algorithm and

pi

qi

represents the points of the lane map with respect to ego vehicle coordinates.
R, T are the rotation matrix and translation vector estimated by the ICP
algorithm. Because we deal with two-dimensional ICP in this paper, R,T can
be written as

 cos( r )  sin(r ) 
R
,
 sin( r ) cos( r ) 

tx 
T  
t y 

(3.7)

r, tx , t y

are the matching result (amount of angle and position
correction). This result can be used to correct the vehicle position. Let  X V , 
where

express the current vehicle position. The corrected vehicle position  X

*
V

, * 

can be derived [Fang 07] as:
X V*  R  T  X V

 *  r 

(3.8)
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cos( )  sin( ) 
where R  

 sin( ) cos( ) 

3.6.2. Matching Covariance Estimation
Although the ICP algorithm provides a very good estimate for correcting
the vehicle position, it doesn’t consider its uncertainty. Calculating the
covariance of ICP is essential when it has to be fused with other
measurements in a stochastic localization framework. For estimating the
ICP’s covariance, we use Haralick’s method [Haralick 98]. This method is
summarized in the following proposition.
Proposition 1 : Let  be the input/measurements and  be the output of
an algorithm A that operates on minimizing an objective function J, i.e.,
 *  A     arg min  J  ,  

. Then the approximate value of the covariance of 

will be:.
1

T

 2 J  2 J
2 J  2 J 
cov   *    2 
cov   


   2 
   

1

(3.9)

r, t , t 
and 
In this paper,  corresponds to the matching result 
x

corresponds to the points
points

qi

pi

y

obtained by the lane detection algorithm and the

of the lane map. Thus,

cov   

is to be set in accordance with the

noise of the AVM camera and the lane map. The detailed equation for

cov   * 

can be found in [Prakhya 15].
Monte Carlo simulations were conducted to verify the performance of
Haralick’s method for different shapes of matching data, as shown in Fig.
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3.18. The true  is fixed and
d a noise-corrrupted  iss created to reflect
r
noisee
map. Using th
he noise-corrrupted  , ourr
charaacteristics of an AVM and a digital m
*
map-matching alggorithm estim
mates  andd the true errror of match
hing      iss
*

calcuulated.

Figgure 3.18 Diffferent shapee of matchingg data: corrid
dor (left), U--shape (rightt)
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(a) X-Y errror ( corridorr shape matching )

( X-Yaw error
(b)
e
( corridoor shape mattching )
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(c) X-Y error ( U-shhape matchin
ng )

(d) X-Yaw
w error ( U sshape matchiing )
Figgure 3.19 Esstimated stan
ndard deviatiion of match
hing error (red line) andd
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true error obtained by Monte Carlo simulation (blue dot)

True error samples obtained by repeating the above process 500 times are
represented by blue dots in Fig. 3.19. Red solid lines in Fig. 3.19 show the 2cov   * 

estimated by Haralick’s method. When the ICP uses
the corridor shape data, it can only correct the errors in x and  , and not in y.

sigma bound of

For this reason, the variance in y should theoretically be infinite. The
Haralick’s method captures this well and shows a large uncertainty in y as
shown in Fig. 3.19(a). In the case of matching U-shape data, it can fully
determine translation and rotation. It can also be said that the uncertainty in x
and y should be similar. This method also captures this well, as shown in Fig.
3.19(c). The standard deviations obtained by the true error and Haralick’s
method are summarized below in table 3.1.
TABLE 3.1 Comparing Standard Deviation of Map-Matching
Matching Shape

Corridor

U-shape

Haralick

True

Haralick

True

 x (m)

0.026

0.039

0.027

0.023

 y (m)

1.588

1.337

0.036

0.039

 (  )

0.296

0.271

0.294

0.258
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3.7. Localization Filter
In this section, we present the key stages of the localization system. As
show in Section 3.6, the result of map-matching inevitably contains some
errors, due to the shape of data used for matching as well as the noise of
sensors. In order to get higher accuracy, the map-matching result should be
fused with proprioceptive sensor data [Madhavan 98]. The measurement of
vehicle position calculated by ICP is used as an observation inside a Kalman
filter framework. We also set up a validation gate in the localization filter to
solve the problem of false matching.

3.7.1. Extended Kalman Filter
The ego vehicle is described by means of a point position ( x, y) and
orientation   in the global coordinate system, shown in Fig. 3.20
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Figure 3.20 Vehicle model for prediction
The state vector is then given by

X  x

y 

T

(3.10)

The basic framework for the EKF involves estimation of the state of a
discrete-time nonlinear dynamic system, shown below:

X k  f  X k 1 , U k   wk
Z k  h  X k 1   vk

(3.11)

where Uk is the known external input (velocity and yaw-rate); Zk is the
corrected vehicle position by the map-matching process. The process noise
and measurement noise are given by wk and vk , respectively. The
measurement noise is estimated by the method described in section IV.B.
The process noise is associated with proprioceptive sensors. It is assumed to
have zero mean and a Gaussian distribution. The specifications of the
proprioceptive sensors are given in Table 3.2.

TABLE 3.2 Specification of proprioceptive sensors
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Noise

Sensor

Range

Resolution

Yaw rate

±120

0.0625

0.5

deg/s

Wheel speed

0-130

0.035

0.3

m/s

(RMS)

Unit

By integrating using the Euler approximation and assuming that the
control signals, velocity and yaw-rate are approximately constant over the
sample period, the nominal discrete process model equations can be written as:

 x k 1 k 1  vk  t  cos( k 1 k 1  t  k ) 





X k k 1  y k 1 k 1  vk  t  sin( k 1 k 1  t  k ) 








t

k 1 k 1
k


where

x k 1 k 1 , y k 1 k 1 ,  k 1 k 1

(3.12)

are estimated states from the previous time step

and k is the time index of the discrete model. The covariance of the predicted
state is described as:

Pk k 1  Fk Pk 1 k 1 Fk  Gk QGk
where Fk 

f
x

, Gk 
X k 1 k 1 ,uk

f
u

(3.13)
X k 1 k 1 ,uk

where Q describes the covariance matrix related to the proprioceptive
sensor’s noise.
Vehicle positions are corrected by a measurement update of the extended
Kalman filter as follows:
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X k k  X k k 1  K k  Z k  H  X k k 1



1 0 0 
where H  0 1 0 
0 0 1 

K k  Pk k 1 H T  S k 1
S k  HPk k 1 H T  Rk

(3.14)

where Rk describes the covariance matrix of the measurement.

The covariance of the estimated state is described as,

Pk k   I  K k H   Pk k 1

(3.15)

The rate of time and measurement update is 10 Hz.

3.7.2. Validation Gate
A validation gate is set up to prevent fusing the result of false matching. The
validation gate represents a threshold that is associated with the acceptability
of the measurements.

Only measurements inside of the validation gate are

used to update the filter [SHALOM 87]. The validation gate can be obtained
as follows

e 2  ( Z k  HX k k 1 )T S k 1 ( Z k  HX k k 1 )
Vk  Z : e 2  g 2 

(3.16)

where g2 is chosen as a confidence level. A confidence level is generally
chosen between 1 and 3. In this paper, we set this value to 3. A three-sigma
gate is commonly used, ensuring that the measurement will fall in the gate
with a probability of 0.998 under the Gaussian assumption. Normalized error
e2 varies as a Chi-Squared distribution with the number of measurement
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degrees of freedom

3.8. Test Results
3.8.1. Proving Ground Tests
In order to validate the proposed algorithm, tests have been carried out at the
Korea Automobile Testing and Research Institute Proving ground. The test
track replicates a real urban environment that includes intersecting streets,
pedestrian crosswalks, and traffic signals as shown in Fig. 3.21. Since the
lane-level map was generated using RTK-DGPS, the accuracy of the digital
road map in an absolute coordinate system was on the order of centimeters.
For real-time implementation, a lane-level localization algorithm was built
with LabVIEW software installed on the computer. A test driver manually
drove the test vehicle along fifteen different trajectories represented in Fig
3.22. In keeping with general urban driving conditions, the speed and
acceleration of the test vehicle were restricted to 60 kph and 2 m/s2. The total
distance and driving time of the tests were about 16.1 km and 32 minutes. All
data sets have in common, that ground truth data are obtained by RTK-DGPS.
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Figgure 3.21 Maap of a Test Site in Koreea Automobiile Testing and Researchh
Instittute (KATRI) Proving gro
ound.
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Figgure 3.22 Trajectories
T
he Proposedd
of Data S ets for Vaalidating th
Locallization Algoorithm
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Figg. 3.23, 3.244 and 3.25 reepresent the result of tw
wo typical test scenarios..
The first scenariio is lane keeping
k
in the various environmen
nts such ass
interssection, crosswalk, round
dabout and m
merging/ splitting roads. The secondd
scenaario is conseecutive lane changing. M
Most previou
us works validated theirr
localiization algorrithm only under
u
the lanne keeping condition. Ho
owever, lanee
changges occur freequently on urban
u
roads. Therefore, it is necessary to validatee
the proposed algoorithm underr the lane chhange condittion. Through
h the resultss
of thhe two tests, we can verrify that thee proposed localization
l
algorithm iss
suitabble for autom
mated driving
g in urban ennvironmentss. The detaileed trajectoryy
and trravel time off the two testts are represeented in Fig. 3.23.

wo typical sceenarios.
Figgure 3.23 Detailed trajecttory and travvel time of tw
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Figg. 3.24 and 3.25 (a), (b), (c) show changes of localization errors withh
respeect to the vehhicle coordin
nates. To shoow how the filter is welll tuned, ±3σσ
boundds are plotted as red dashed
d
lines.. In both caases, the lateeral error iss
error becausse the most frequently
smalller than the longitudinal
l
fr
used shape forr
map-matching is a corridor sh
hape. Fig. 3.224 and 3.25 (d) represen
nt the historyy
of shhapes used to
t matching the map. A
As mentioneed in Section 3.6.2, thee
covarriance of maap-matching in the longittudinal direcction is much
h larger thann
that in the lateraal direction in the casee of corrido
or shape maatching. Thee
confidence of thee lateral position is muchh higher than
n that of the longitudinall
positiion in the ovverall tests.

(a)
( Lateral pposition errorr

(b) Longitudinaal position errror
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(c) Yaw aangle error
Figgure 3.24 Localization result of 1st sccenario

(a) Laterall position errror

(b
b) Longitudiinal position error
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w angle error
(c) Yaw

(d) Map-m
matching histo
ory
Figgure 3.25 Localization result of 2nd sscenario

Acctually, the longitudinal
l
t control an
n automatedd
error is nott important to
vehiccle for keepiing the lanee on small-cuurvature roaads. Howeveer, for roadss
with large curvatuure (especiallly, in interseections), the longitudinal
l
error shouldd
be deecreased to thhe same leveel as that of tthe lateral errror. In most cases, theree
are sttop lines or merge
m
lines that
t enable a U-shape maatching beforre entering a
road with large curvature.
c
The longitudiinal error an
nd variance significantlyy
decreease whenever a U-shapee matching ooccurs. Thuss, it can be said
s
that thee
propoosed algorithhm has a su
ufficient locaalization perrformance to
o control ann
autom
mated vehiclle on the proving grouund. Fig. 3.2
26 shows th
he situationss
wheree U-shape matchings
m
occcurred duringg the 1st Scenario.
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Figgure 3.26 Location wheree U-shape maatchings occurred
Thhe lateral erroor of the 2nd
d scenario iss slightly big
gger than thaat of the 1st..
This is caused by
b the lack of
o visual meeasurement updates.
u
Sin
nce an AVM
M
cameera has a sm
mall field of view, lane ddata used fo
or map-match
hing are nott
sufficcient when the
t test vehicle changes lane. This is
i depicted in
i Fig. 3.27..
Howeever, in spitte of consecu
utive lane cchanging, thee mean errors of laterall
directtion is also small(less than
t
20 cm
m) enough to
o control thee automatedd
vehiccle.
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Figgure 3.27 Opperation of map-matching
m
g according to the driving
g maneuvers
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Figgure 3.28 shoows the histo
ogram of thee measurement residuals over all dataa
sets. The medianns of the lateeral position and yaw errror are respeectively lesss
than 20 cm and 1 deg. The mean
m
error inn the longitud
dinal directio
on are muchh
largerr than that in the lateraal. Howeverr, as mention
ned earlier, longitudinall
positiion error decreases to th
he same leveel as that off the lateral error beforee
enteriing a road with large curvature.
c
T
Therefore, it does not matter
m
to thee
contrrol of the automated vehicle. From thhese results, it
i was confirm
med that ourr
localiization methhod has applicability tto automated driving in an urbann
envirronment.

(a) Lateral
al error distrib
bution
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(b
b) Longitudiinal error disstribution

(c) Yaw error distribu
ution
Figgure 3.28 Hisstogram of lo
ocal longituddinal / lateral position an
nd yaw anglee
error of total dataa
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We compared our algorithm with another localization method based on
front camera [Tao 13]. Table 3.3 gives performance metrics of both
localization methods. Since the two results weren’t obtained under the same
conditions, the results cannot be compared directly. Even then, it is obvious
that lateral accuracy is significantly improved by the proposed algorithm. The
major factor that brings about these results is the AVM’s characteristics
mentioned in section 3.1. AVM images enable direct calculation of the lateral
offset and make it possible to improve the lateral accuracy through mapmatching.

TABLE 3.3 Error statics. (PE: Positioning Error; I: Front camera-based
Localization; II: AVM-based Localization)
Lateral PE (m)

Longitudinal PE (m)

I

II

I

II

mean

0.26

0.072

0.39

0.26

std. dev

0.34

0.067

0.39

0.23

3.8.2. Urban Roads Tests
Automated driving test based on real-time implementation of proposed
algorithm is conducted on actual urban road to evaluate localization and
driving performance. In this test case, test vehicle drove automatically itself
along designated route under controlled traffic of government as depicted in
Fig.3.29. In keeping with general urban driving conditions, the vehicle speed
was limited to 60 km/h. The test mileage and driving time were about 3
kilometers and 5 minutes.
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Figgure 3.29 Detailed trajecttory of urbann road test.
Four subplots of Fig.3.30 describe som
me typical traffic
t
situatiion in urbann
road. Fig.3.30-(aa) shows curved 3-way intersection
n, Fig.3.30-((c) indicatess
typicaal 4-way inntersection. The
T accuratee previous localization
l
and precisee
dead reckoning iss required du
ue to no lanees in intersecction region. Fig.3.30-(b))
and (d) depict right and left an
nd right lanee change situaation on straight road.
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Figgure 3.30 Desscription of issued region
Laateral positioon error of localization
l
rresult, RTK--DGPS and commerciall
GPS in time dom
main are show
wn in Fig.3.3 1. The lateraal position errror obtainedd
from GPS devices are large du
ue to poor G
GPS condition
n such as mu
ultipath errorr,
refracction, and soo on. The laateral error of localizatiion is mainttained underr
accurrate level, exxcept lane ch
hange situatioon indicated in black circcle region inn
Fig.3.31.
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Figgure 3.31 Latteral position
n error of acttual urban au
utomated driv
ving
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3.9
9. Perforrmance
e Evalua
ation
Wee comparedd proposed vehicle loccalization allgorithm with previouss
approoaches basedd on a front camera to iddentify more clearly our contribution.
c
.
For thhis purpose, we evaluateed the lane ddetection perrformance of two visionn
sensoor(AVM: Arround View Monitoring Camera , FCAM: Fro
ont Camera))
basedd method. In
I addition, we comparred matchin
ng covariancces of thesee
sensoors. As menttioned earlieer, matching covariances are closely linked withh
shapees of sensor data.
d
These shapes
s
are grreatly affecteed by each seensor’s FOV..
Thenn, we did a comparativee analysis oof localizatio
on performan
nces of twoo
approoaches.

3.9.1. Lane Detecction Perforrmance Evaaluation
A ccommercialized front cam
mera for lanee detection generally
g
has a resolutionn
of 6440x480 pixelss, as shown in
i Fig. 3.32.
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Figgure 3.32 Resolutions of a front cameera
To calculate a resolution (m/pixel) of FCAM, an inverse perspectivee
mappping (IPM) im
mage is requ
uired, as shoown in the leeft of Fig 3.3
33. IMP is a
geom
metrical transfformation techhnique that prrojects each pixel
p
of the 2D
D perspectivee
view of a 3D objecct, and re-map
ps it to a new position and constructs a new
n image onn
an invverse 2D plannar. Mathematically, IPM ccan be describ
bed as a projeection from a
3D Euuclidean spacce on a 2D planar. Using this, we desccribed a resolu
ution of eachh
sensorrs in Table 3.44

TA
ABLE 3.4 resoolutions of tw
wo vision seensors
Sensors

FCAM (7.2
2m)

F
FCAM (24.9m
m)

AVM

Ressolution

0.015(m/pixel)

0..033 (m/pixeel)

0.02
21(m/pixel)
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Figgure 3.33 Comparing Ressolutions of F
FCAM (Leftt) and AVM (Right)
As shown in taable 3.4, two
o vision sennsors have similar resolu
ution. A lanee
detecction perform
mance cannott be evaluateed only by a resolution of
o sensor. A
lane detection algorithm mu
ust be conssidered. How
wever, it is difficult too
directtly analyze a performance of these aalgorithms. So we condu
uct a simplee
experrimental anaalysis based on real sennsor data and
d a lane maap. First, wee
transfform detecteed lane dataa into a globbal coordinaate using hig
gh accuracyy
GNSS as show inn Fig. 3.34. Then,
T
we cann calculate th
he error of laane detectionn
usingg a pre-built lane
l
map.

Figgure 3.34 Deetected lane in a globall coordinate and lane maps(Ground
m
d
truth))
Figg. 3.35 show
ws the perfformance off two senso
ors. In spitee of similarr
resoluutions, AVM
M camera was approximat
ately twice acccurate.
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Figgure 3.35 Lanne detection performancee of FCAM (Left)
(
and AV
VM (Right)
The main reasoon for this iss that a perfformance of lane detection based onn
FCAM
M is easily influenced
i
by
b disturbancces ( road grradient, pitch
h motions off
ego vvehicle). Fig.. 3.36 describ
bes about theese disturban
nces.

Figgure 3.36 Dissturbances of roads: roadd gradient (Top) and pitch
h motions off
ego-vvehicle (Botttom).

hing Covariaance
3.9.2. Comparing the Match
Byy calculatingg the matchiing covariannce of sensor’s lane daata, we cann
predict the effecct of each sensor
s
on a localization
n performan
nce. For thee
accurrate analysis of sensor eff
ffects, variouus curvature road
r
must bee considered..
Thereefore, we use virtual laane data connsidering eaach sensor’ss FOVs andd
curvaatures of roadds. Fig. 3.37 shows thesee virtual lane data.
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Figgure 3.37 Shhapes of lan
ne data deterrmined by a curvature of road andd
sensoors’ FOV
Figg. 3.38 show
w the standard
d deviations of each sen
nsor’s matchiing errors off
with respect to raadiuses of roads. Of courrse, the perfo
ormance in case
c
of usingg
both sensors is thhe best. In addition, we can confirm
m that matchiing errors off
AVM
M are indepenndent to radiius of roads. This is becaause AVM’ss FOV is tooo
narroow to detect the
t changes of
o curvature..

(a)) Lateral erro
ors with resppect to radiusses of roads.
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(b) Longitudinal
errors with rrespect to rad
L
diuses of roads.

(c)) Standard deviations
d
off heading erroors with resp
pect to radiusses of roads.
Figgure 3.38 Staandard deviaations of mattching errors with respect to radiusess
of roaads.
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3.9.3. Localization Performance Evaluation
In earlier sections, we considered each sensor’s effects on localization
results, theoretically. In this section, we evaluate performances via vehicle
tests in urban roads. The trajectory of vehicle tests depicted in Fig. 3.39. In
addition, vehicle states during the test are presented in Fig.3.40. In keeping
with general urban driving conditions, the vehicle speed was limited to 60
km/h. The test mileage and driving time were about 3 kilometers and 3
minutes.
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Figgure 3.39 Trrajectory of urban road test for eacch sensor’s performance
p
e
evaluuation.

Figgure 3.40 Staates history of
o a test vehiccle.
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(a) Lon
ngitudinal errrors distribu
ution.

(b) Lateral
L
errorrs distribution
n.
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Figgure 3.41 Hisstogram of lo
ocal longituddinal / lateral position an
nd yaw anglee
error of total dataa of each senssor system.
Figg.3.40 show a similar teendency of matching co
ovariance. The
T standardd
deviaation of the laateral positio
on and yaw eerror of prop
posed algorith
hm based onn
AVM
M are respecctively less than 10 cm
m and 0.62 deg. The error
e
in thee
longiitudinal direcction are mu
uch larger thhan that in the
t lateral. However,
H
ass
mentiioned in Secc.3.8.1, longittudinal posittion error deccreases to the same levell
as thhat of the lateral error before enteering a road
d with largee curvature..
Thereefore, it doees not matterr to the conttrol of the automated
a
veehicle. From
m
these results, it was
w confirmeed that our loocalization method
m
has applicabilityy
to auttomated drivving in an urb
ban environm
ment. A multti-sensor (FC
CAM, AVM))
fusionn approach are approx
ximately 2 times more accurate th
han generall
approoach. The tottal test resultts are arrangeed in Table. 3.5
3
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TABLE 3.5 Localization performance evaluation.

Sensors

FCAM

AVM

FCAM+ AVM

 x ( m)

0.18

0.34 (▼88 %)

0.11 (▲38 %)

 y (m)

0.17

0.10 (▲42 %)

0.06 (▲65 %)

 yaw (deg)

0.30

0.62 (▼106 %)

0.19 (▲36 %)
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Chapter 4

MPC based Automated Vehicle Control
in Urban Roads
The increase in the number of vehicles on the road results in a progressive
saturation of the road network. So many drivers in the big city are suffering
from traffic congestion. In addition to the immediate impacts on drivers
(wasting time, stress, aggressiveness), congestion of the road network also has
significant economic and environmental costs. In order to solve this problem,
leading automotive manufacturer and part suppliers are developing systems
that help driver in the monotonous situation. This kind of system typically
uses radar and camera technology to keep pace with other vehicles and
provide automatic steering control to stay in the current lane. Under the urban
driving condition, it is often difficult to recognize the lane due to damaged
paint or external environmental factors. However, in such a case, human
drivers can drive their vehicles without any problem. Because they can infer
the direction of travel based on the preceding vehicle’s motion. In this study,
we developed an automated urban driving system based on this characteristic
of the driver.
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4.1. Related Research
In order to perform these functions, this system usually consists of two
subsystems: longitudinal control and lateral control. The longitudinal control
has been studied for almost half a century and many challenges associated
with it have been resolved [Swaroop 96, Moon09]. However, there are many
problems yet to be solved for lateral control of vehicle following system.
Approaches used to solve the perception problem could be classified into
three categories [Teck 04]: GPS [CAUGV 03, Farwell 99], active sensors [Lee
02, Chandak 02, Han 01] and passive sensor[Cowan 03, Das 01, Artus 03]. In
GPS based approach, the positions of the leader vehicle are echoed to the
follower vehicle to generate and adjust of the follower’s path. The main
advantage is that no perception sensors are needed and the system can be
operated regardless of lighting condition. However, its reliability depends on
the availability of GPS data. For example in built-up areas or where dense tree
foliage blocks satellite signals, its confidence is very low since availability of
GPS cannot be guaranteed. Active sensor(Lidar) based approach is the most
stable in various road condition, however, the tracked target may escape from
the single line scan sensor’s field of view(FOV) when the vehicle travels on
an irregular terrain. In passive sensor(Vision) based approach, the sensor can
provide more information about the environment, nevertheless, the heading
angle of the leader vehicle can cause errors on the tracking algorithms. And
environmental conditions such as lighting pose are severe constraints in this
approach.
Approaches used to control the lateral motion of vehicle could be classified
into two categories: direct control and trajectory based control. Direct control
approaches [Lu 04, Plamen 08] are very similar to path tracking. They
formulate inter-vehicle kinematics in error coordinate and design the steering
controller using adaptive control theory. In trajectory based approaches
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[Gehrig 98, Takehiko 98], that use the time history of the lead vehicle, the
ego-vehicle has to follow the path of the leader. Robustness and real-time
performance of these methods have been validated. However, the
disadvantage of methods is that the system cannot respond to obstacles.
In this dissertation, we proposed the new method to guarantee the safety of
automated vehicle following system on inner-city streets. In order to achieve
this, MPC has been applied to control the lateral motion of vehicle. An
optimal vehicle following problem while avoiding collision with obstacles is
formulated in terms of cost minimization under constraints. Information on
obstacles is incorporated online in the nonlinear model-predictive framework
as they are sensed within a limited sensing range. The overall problem is
solved online with nonlinear programming. And, in order to build such system,
we use single line lasers sensor that is one of the most robust sensor in various
road condition. To solve the problem of FOV mentioned above, extended
Kalman filter has been applied to our system.
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4.2. Control Architecture
The proposed vehicle following system consists of a vehicle tracking part
and a vehicle following part, as shown figure 4.1.

 des

Vthrottle
Pb

Figure 4.1 Control structure
Tracking algorithm is designed to detect the preceding vehicle from point
clouds of two lidars(shown in figure 4.2) based on the geometrical
configuration and estimate its states using extended Kalman filter. In a vehicle
following part, lateral controller determines the optimal steering input using
model predictive control method and longitudinal controller determines the
throttle/brake inputs for keeping pace with preceding vehicle.

Figure 4.2 Lidar sensor configuration
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4.3. Target Tracking
A vehicle tracking algorithm is consisted two parts: a target detection and a
target estimation. The detection algorithm extracts the information about
relative position and heading angle of preceding vehicle from point clouds.
And the state estimation algorithm estimate velocity, yawrate as well as the
information obtained by prior process. Furthermore, the estimator provide
area where preceding vehicle is expected to exist at the next time step for
detection algorithm.
4.3.1. Target Detection
To detect a preceding vehicle, point clouds acquired from two lidars
mounted on each side of the front bumper were segmented based on distance
between the two points adjacent.

And then, vehicle detection algorithm

classifies the segment that corresponds to the preceding vehicle using the
information about expected path of ego-vehicle or expected area where
preceding vehicle exists provided by tracking algorithm as shown figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3 Processing flow at each scan
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Next we extract information about relative position and heading angle from
the segment obtained by prior process using Ramer algorithm [Nashashibi 08].
The main objective of this algorithm is to model a set of points by one or two
segments as shown Fig.4.4

Figure 4.4 Position estimation from point clouds

4.3.2. Target Estimation
The extended Kalman filter is used to estimate preceding vehicle states
such as longitudinal velocity, yaw rate, longitudinal acceleration and yaw
acceleration from preceding vehicle’s relative position obtained through prior
process and the vehicle sensor signals such as longitudinal velocity yaw rate
under the assumption of the Gaussian white noise [Kim 11]. The state vector
is defined as following in order to represent preceding vehicle’s planar
behavior:
x   px , rel

where

p y , rel rel

v pre

 pre a pre  pre 

T

is the preceding vehicle’s position relative to ego-vehicle,

(4.1)
is its

longitudinal velocity, yaw rate, longitudinal acceleration and yaw acceleration.
The measurement vector is defined as following.
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z   px , rel

p y , rel  rel 

T

(4.2)

Assuming that the time derivatives of preceding vehicle’s longitudinal
acceleration and the yaw acceleration can be considered as the process noise,
the process model and measurement model are given by following form:
xk 1  f  xk , uk   wk
zk  h  xk   vk

(4.3)

where
v cos  rel  v  p y , rel   
 v sin   p   
rel
x , rel




 pre  


f  x  x  
a pre
  t ,


 pre


0




0



1 0 0 
h  x   0 1 0 
0 0 1 

where is the sampling time which taken as 0.1 second in this study, is egovehicle’s longitudinal velocity and yawrate. The process noise is assumed to
be a white noise with associated covariance matrix, W. The measurement
noise is also assumed to be a white noise with associated covariance, V. With
above process and measurement model, preceding vehicle states are
recursively estimated by using the extended Kalman filter which is a sequence
of time and measurement update steps as following specific equations:

Time update
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x  k   f  xˆ  k  1
F  k  1 

f
x

x  xˆ k 1

, H  k  1 

h
x x xˆk 1

M  k   F  k  1  P  k  1  F  k  1  W
T

(4.4)

u
Meeasurement update
x̂  k   x  k   K  k    z  k   H  x  k 
K  k   M  k  H T   HM  k  H T  V  k 

1

P k    I  K k  H   M k 

(4.5)

Abbnormal meaasurements arre often occuurring due to
o the pitch motion
m
of egoo
vehiccle or the sloope of the road. In the caase as shown
n in the rightt two graphss
of figure 5, vehhicle detectiion algorithm
m can’t exttract inform
mation aboutt
preceeding vehiclee. However, it is possiblle to predictt the preceding vehicle’ss
state only using time updatee process beecause thesee symptoms occur for a
whilee. So we esttimate the prreceding vehhicle’s state only using time updatee
proceess during the abnormal measurement
m
t are occurs.

Figgure 4.5 Vehhicle tracking
g using extennded kalman filter
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4.4. Vehicle Control
4.4.1. Reference Trajectory Generation
A good initial guess and reference trajectory are essential for fast
convergence of MPC. So before the optimizing process, we calculate feasible
initial guess and reference trajectory for vehicle following based on the cubic
spline. A cubic spline provides a very feasible reference trajectory in most
driving conditions. Using this spline, we also calculate the initial guess of
steering input sequence using curvature of the spline.

Local Y[m]

8
6
4
2
0
-2
-5

0

5

10

15

20

25

Local X[m]

Figure 4.6 Reference path generation using cubic spline
As show the above figure, both ends of the spline is
ego-vehicle position  x1

y1  1 

on the two points :

and preceding vehicle position  x2

y2  2 

.

And each slope of the tangent line is agreements with each heading angle.
The coefficient of cubic spline is calculated using eq.4.6

A  X 1Y   a1

a2

a3

a4 

T

(4.6)
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Where
 x13
 3
x
X  22
 3x1
 2
3x2

x12
x2 2

x1
x2

2 x1
x2

1
1

1
 y1 

 y 
1
2

, Y 

 tan( 1 ) 
0



0 
 tan( 2 ) 

Assuming that there is no side slip, the steering angle is calculated by the
following equation.

 des  atan( L / r )

(4.7)

where

r=

y  3a1 x12  2a2 x1  a3

y  6a1 x1  2a2

(1+y 2 )3/ 2
,

y

and L is the wheelbase of ego vehicle.
4.4.2. Lateral Control
In order to use MPC for lateral control, it is necessary to construct a vehicle
model for the path generation. In the vehicle model, the state is defined by
including the longitudinal velocity, heading angle, time derivative of heading
angle and longitudinal/lateral position of a vehicle, as given in equation 4.8.
With this definition, the state equation is obtained as follows:
     

X

Y

(4.8)

The state equation can be written as given in equation 4.9.
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(4.9)

The control input (u) is the steering angle ( ), and the output is set to be
the position of the vehicle in the inertial reference frame. Therefore, the
trajectories can be generated based on the output variables as follows:

0 0 0 1 0
    X
0 0 0 0 1 



Y

T

(4.10)

For the lateral stability of the vehicle, as a constraint, maximum yaw rate
(

) is defined by the maximum allowable lateral acceleration and the

longitudinal velocity, as given in equation 4.11.[Kou 08, Gordon 03]

   max 

a y ,limt
vx

(4.11)

For the purpose of discrete-time implementation, the state equation 4.9 is
discretized using the Euler method as follows:

 k 1   k  T  f k  k , uk   f dt  k , uk 
Given the current state ξ
optimal control sequence [

(4.12)

at the current time step t, MPC computes the
] with the receding horizon principle that solves

the following optimization problem:
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Minimize J mpc (  k k 0 , uk  )
N

subject to (i )

(4.13)

 k 1  f dt (  k , uk )  0

(ii) d min,k  d safety  0
(iii )  k 

a y max
vx

 0

where k  0,..., N

In equation 4.13, N is the length of the look-ahead horizon, k is the time
step within the look-ahead horizon. Equation (i) is the equality condition
related to the dynamics of the vehicle. Equation (ii) is the bound constraint on
the control input, and equation (iii) is the constraints on the yaw rate. The cost
function to be minimized is defined as shown in equation 4.14.
N 1

J mpc  mpc   N    Lmpc  k , uk 

(4.14)

k 0

1
2

mpc   N T Pmpc N

1
1
L  k T Qmpc k  uk T Rmpc uk
2
2

where, Δηk represents the deviation from the reference trajectory ηref,k at
time step k, i.e. Δηk= ηref,k - ηk . Reference trajectory associated with lead
vehicle is defined on local coordinate attached to the longitudinal vehicle axle,
as shown in figure 4.7. Pmpc, Qmpc and Rmpc are positive semi-definite constant
weighting matrices.
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Figure 4.7 Definition of the predictive distance deviation (Δηk)
In equation 4.14, the first term( mpc )

penalizes the deviation from the

reference along the horizon, and the second term( L ) penalizes the control
input in terms of energy consumption. Therefore, equation 4.14 can be seen as
a cost function for following a lead vehicle while minimizing the input-effort
based on the constant weighting matrices.
To solve this optimization problem, the equality and the inequality
constraints are incorporated into the cost function as the follows:
T
dt
N 1  L   , u    
k , uk 
k
k
k
k 1  f

J a     N    

k  0   obs Gobs ( d min )  ay Gay  


where,

(4.15)

is a sequence of Lagrange multiplier vectors. Gu(dmin) and

Gc( ), given in equation 4.16 and 4.17, are penalty functions for the
inequality constraints on the control input and yaw rate, respectively. μobs and

μay are the weighting parameters for the penalty functions.
1 1
1


Gobs (d min )   2 d min d safety

0


2

if

1
1

0
d min d safety
else

(4.16)
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1
a
   y , sat
Gay ( )   2
vx

0


2

if  

a y , sat
vx

0

else

(4.17)

The optimal input sequence ξ

can be calculated by an online

optimization. A first-order gradient method is applied to Hamiltonian equation,
as follows :
H k  L k , uk   kT f dt  k , uk   obs Gobs (d min )   ay Gay  

(4.18)

The total variation in the cost function can be written as follows:
 J

H 0
H 0
dJ a  
dx0 
du0
 NT  dxN 
x
x


u0
0
 N

N 1 


H k
 H k
duk 
  
 kT  dxk 
uk
k 1 

 xk


(4.19)

The Lagrange multiplier vectors are defined as follows:

NT 

H k

, kT 
 N
 k

(4.20)

The total variation in the cost function and Hamiltonian equation can be
rewritten as follows:
H k
duk 0T d0
k 0 uk

N 1

dJ a  

(4.21)

H k
f
 ukT R  kT1 k
uk
uk

(4.22)

The optimal control steering inputs are calculated by an online optimization.
Using Hamiltonian equation and Lagrange multiplier, the optimization
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process is executed as follows :

u , previous optimal input
uk   2
uk 1  duk


k 1
k  2,..., N

(4.23)

Gradient descent method is used to solve the MPC online optimization
problem [Kim 02]. This method is suitable for real-time implementation. The
optimization sampling rate is 0.01 seconds and prediction steps are varied
according to the distance of the preceding vehicle. A cycle of optimizing
process is set to be 0.1 seconds for real-time control.

4.4.3. Longitudinal Control
This paper focuses on lateral control. This section would only briefly
describe the longitudinal controller algorithm for the simulation and test. As
shown in Figure 4.8, cruise controller was composed of two parts: upper level
controller and lower level controller. The upper level controller determines the
desired acceleration based on the clearance and relative velocity considering
ride quality and safety [Moon 09]. And the lower level controller regulates
throttle and brake input to follow the desired acceleration using model free
control [Kim 12].
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Figure 4.8 Scheme of an integrated longitudinal driving/safety control

4.5. Test Results
4.5.1. Simulation Results
To validate the performance of proposed algorithm, we carry out simulation
test using vehicle dynamic software CARSIM and Matlab/Simulink. In the
test, a lead vehicle travels along the straight road at a constant speed of
30km/h. The ego-vehicle follows the lead vehicle automatically. In order to
verify the performance of obstacle avoidance capability, two missions were
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added to simulation scenario as shown in figure 4.9. The first mission is
passing next to cones that cover the right half of lane. And second mission is
avoiding the oncoming vehicle on the opposite lane when the first mission
was almost complete. In this test, the maximum allowable lateral acceleration
and marginal distance from obstacles are 2m/s2 and 0.5m.

Figure 4.9 Simulation Scenario
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6

7

Simulation results are presented in figure 4.10. Figure 4.10 (a) shows the
steering wheel angle calculated by model predictive steering controller for
following the lead vehicle and avoiding obstacle. Figure 4.10 (b) and (c) show
lateral acceleration and minimum distance from obstacles. In this test,
minimum distance and lateral acceleration do not exceed the pre-defined
threshold value. According to these results, our system can ensure the safety
from

unexpected

obstacles

while

following

the

preceding

vehicle

automatically.

4.5.2. Vehicle Test Results
To verify whether the proposed algorithm is robust and can be implemented
in real-time, we carry out vehicle-level test using the vehicle mentioned in
section 4.2. In the test, the driver of preceding vehicle drives along the
trajectory as shown figure 4.11 and freely adjusted the speed within 40km/h.
In addition, two missions were added to the trajectory in order to validate the
robustness of tracking algorithm and obstacle avoidance capability. The first
mission is to pass a speed bump. Abnormal measurements can be occurred by
the ego-vehicle’s pitch motion while passing through the bumps. So we can
confirm the robustness of tracking algorithm through this mission. And
second mission is to pass the construction area. In this mission, Obstacle
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avoidance capabilities can be validated.
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Figure 4.11 Test Scenario and Trajectory of the Preceding Vehicle
Our system accomplished this test scenario and test results are presented in
figure 4.12. Figure 4.12 (a) shows the velocity of two vehicles: Preceding
vehicle and Ego-vehicle. The Ego-vehicle drives automatically at the almost
same speed as the preceding vehicle in order to maintain the predefined time
gap. Figure 4.12 (b) shows the steering angle determined to follow the lead
vehicle and avoid obstacle. Figure 4.12 (c) shows a constraint of the
maximum yaw rate (Dashed line) and an actual yaw rate of ego-vehicle (Solid
line). And the graph implies that our algorithm satisfies the yaw rate
constraint. The maximum allowable lateral acceleration for lateral stability is
set to be 2m/s2. Figure 4.12 (d) shows the deviation from the preceding
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vehicle’s trajectory. This is calculated using the estimated global position of
the leader vehicle based on the laser scanning data. The standard deviation of
lateral error stays within 30 cm. The standard width of a lane is 3.6m and the
width of the car is about 1.8 m, so our system is possible to keep the lane if
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Works
This dissertation has proposed an automated driving algorithm which is
capable of automated driving on urban with guaranteed safety. The proposed
algorithm consisted of the following two steps: a lane-level localization using
AVM camera and MPC based automated vehicle control.
A lane-level localization algorithm consists of three parts: lane detection,
position correction and localization filter. In lane detection, a well-known lane
detection algorithm is adapted to be applicable to the commercial AVM
module. To correct the vehicle position using detected lane and a digital map,
an ICP-based map-matching algorithm is used, and an EKF is applied to fuse
the map-matching result with the vehicle sensors’ data. In order to improve
the reliability of the proposed localization algorithm, a covariance estimator
for ICP and a validation gate are designed in the localization filter. The lanelevel localization algorithm has been successfully implemented on a test
vehicle. Tests have been conducted on a proving ground. Vehicle test results
have revealed that a precision within a few centimeters can be achieved,
which is sufficient for automated vehicle control. However, there still remain
challenging driving situations in terms of lane-level localization on urban
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roads. Such situations include low- visibility conditions of the lane, lack of
longitudinal position correction over a long period, increasing nonlinearity
due to unusual maneuvering, and so on. Enhancing and verifying the proposed
algorithm to achieve good accuracy for automated vehicle control in
challenging driving situations on urban roads are the topics of our future
research.
The MPC based control algorithm consists of two parts: a target tracking
algorithm and a vehicle control algorithm. Vehicle tracking algorithm
classifies the lead vehicle from a lidar point clouds based on the geometrical
configuration and estimates its states using extended Kalman filter. The
following algorithm calculates the optimal steering angle using model
predictive control approach. Using a preceding vehicle information as initial
guess of MPC can minimize the variations of constraints. It helps robust and
safe real-time implementation of automated control algoritm. The
performance of the proposed algorithm has been investigated via computer
simulation and vehicle tests. The test result shows that our algorithm satisfies
the performance required for urban automated driving.
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초 록

도심도로 상황에서 어라운드 뷰 모니터링
시스템 기반 차량의 위치 추정 및 모델 예측
기반 자율 주행 차량 제어
최근 주요 자동차 업체들은 수년 안에 자율주행 자동차를 판매하
겠다고 공표하였다. 그리고 이러한 차량들이 합법적으로 공공도로를
달리기 위한 법들도 통과되었다. 심지어 일부 선도기업들에서는 제
한적으로 자율 주행을 경험해 볼 수 있는 새로운 차량들을 출시하
였다. Distronic Plus (Mercedes-Benz), Driving Assistant Plus (BMW),
Highway Driving Assist (Hyundai Motor Company) 와 같은 시스템들이
대표적인 제한적 자율주행 시스템이다. 이러한 시스템 탑재한 차량
은 운전자가 어떠한 조작을 하지 않아도 자동으로 전방차량과의 거
리를 유지 할 뿐 아니라 조향 어시스트를 통해서 차선 유지를 해준
다. 하지만 아직 이러한 시스템은 운전자가 핸들을 잡고 있는 동안
에만 작동하고 운전자가 일정시간 이상 아무 조작을 하지 않으면
작동을 멈춘다. 하지만 제한적인 작동 조건을 고려하더라도, 이러한
시스템이 운전자에게 편안함과 안전을 제공하는 것은 분명하다.
현재 출시된 자율주행 시스템이 제한적으로 작동하게 된 주된
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이유는 다양한 도로 환경에서 양산 차량의 환경인지 시스템의 성능
이 강건성과 유용성 측면에서 요구 성능을 만족시키지 못하기 때문
이다. 사실 이러한 문제는 고정밀 관성 항법시스템과 3 차원 레이져
스캐너와 같은 최신의 센서로 대부분 해결가능하다. 하지만 이러한
시스템을 양산 차량에 적용하기에는 비용문제로 인하여 또다른 장
벽이 존재한다.
그러므로 본 논문에서는 현재 양산되어 가격적으로 경제적이고
기술적으로 완성된 차량용 센서들을 조합하여 도심도로에서 완전한
자율 주행이 가능한 시스템개발을 목표로 한다. 전체 알고리즘은 차
선 수준 측위와 모델 예측 제어 기반 차량 제어로 구성 된다.
차선 수준 측위는 디지털 지도 대비 수 cm 수준의 정확도로 차량
의 위치를 추정하는 것을 의미한다. 저가의 GPS 를 이용하여 이러한
위치 정확도를 만족시키기 위해서는 센서 융합 알고리즘이 필수적
이다 본 논문에서 차선 수준 측위를 위한 센서 융합 알고리즘은 저
가형 GPS 이외에 어라운드 뷰 모니터링 시스템.과 차량 센서를 추
가적으로 활용한다. 이를 위해 제안한 알고리즘은 차선 인식, 위치
보정 그리고 측위 필터로 구성된다. 차선인지 시스템은 AVM 모듈
을 기반으로 하여 획득한 차량 주변 영상 정보를 이용하여 정확하
게 차선의 위치를 인지한다. 이 위치 정보와 디지털 지도 정보를 이
용하여 위치 보정 알고리즘은 iterative closest point (ICP) 기법을 이용
하여 차량의 위치 보정 량을 계산한다. 이렇게 계산된 위치 정보는
확장 형 칼만 필터를 기반으로 하여 차량 센서와 저가형 GPS 정보
를 융합하여 최종적인 차량의 위치를 추정하게 된다. 이때 좀더 높
은 정밀도의 센서 정보 융합을 위하여 Haralick’s method 를 이용하여
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위치 보정 량의 공분산을 계산하였다.
고속도로와

대조적으로

도심도로에서는

주변

차량들과

상대적으로 작은 거리를 유지하며 주행한다. 따라서 레이더,라이다
그리고 카메라와 같은 센서들은 주변 차량들에 의해 매우 제한을
받는다. 이러한 경우 갑자기 나타나는 장애물에 의해 자율주행
차량은 쉽게 위험에 빠지게 된다. 이러한 문제를 극복하기 위해서
본

논문에서는

전방

차량의

거동

자

정보를

차량의

제어에

활용하는 방법에 대해 연구하였다. 이러한 접근 방식은 먼저 전방
차량의 요 모션을 포함한 거동 정보를 라이다 센서를 이용하여
정확히 예측하고 이를 바탕으로 전방 차량을 정확히 추종 하는
궤적을

생성한다.

이는

곧

도심

최적으로

도로

자율주행

경로를

제어

추종하는

문제를

제약조건을

만족시키며

문제로

귀결시킨다.

본 논문에서는 모델 예측 기반 제어 기법을 이용하여

이 문제를 해결하였다.
본

논문에서

알고리즘의

제안된

성능은

검증되었다. 실험

자율주행

컴퓨터

결과는

차량을

위한

측위와

제어

시뮬레이션과

실차

실험을

통해

제안한 방법이 수

cm 수준의 측위

정확도와 도심 도로에서 자율주행 할 수 있는 강건한 차량 제어
성능을 가졌음을 보여주었다.

주요어: 자율 주행 자동차, 차량 측위, 차선 지도 생성, 맵 매칭,
반복 최근 접점, 모델 예측 제어, 차량 인지 및 추종
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